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Acyclic Edge Colorings of graphs

An acyclic edge coloring of a graph is a coloring of the edges such that:
- two edges sharing a vertex have different color, 
- there are no bicolored cycles.
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Acyclic Edge Colorings of graphs

An acyclic edge coloring of a graph is a coloring of the edges such that:
- two edges sharing a vertex have different color,
- there are no bicolored cycles.

\[ a'(G) \]: minimum number of colors in an acyclic edge coloring of \( G \).

- If \( G \) has maximum degree \( \Delta \):
  \[ a'(G) \geq \Delta. \]
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**Theorem** Esperet and P., 2012

If $G$ has maximum degree $\Delta$, $a'(G) \leq 4\Delta$.

Method of ”entropy compression” based on the proof by Moser and Tardos of LLL and extended by Grytczuk, Kozik and Micek.
Algorithm

Order the edge set.
While there is an uncolored edge:

- Select the smallest uncolored edge \( e \)
- Give a random color in \( \{1, \ldots, 4\Delta\} \) to \( e \) (not appearing in \( N[e] \))
- If \( e \) lies in a bicolored cycle \( C \), uncolor \( e \) and all the other edges of \( C \), except two edges.
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- We assume the algorithm is still running after $t$ steps. → bad scenario
- We record in a compact way what happens during the algorithm.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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<tr>
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Rewrite the history

1. **Top-down reading** → set of colored edges at each step.

```
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How many possible records?
Compact records of cycles

- We know one edge $e$ of $C$. 

$\Delta$ is the length of $C$. 

$C$
• We know one edge $e$ of $C$.
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- We know one edge $e$ of $C$. 
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- We know one edge $e$ of $C$. 

$C$ is uncolored $i:231354$ 

Cycle coded by a word on $\{1, \ldots, \Delta\}^k - 2$ where $2^k$ is the length of $C$. 

$\Delta$
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\[
C \leq \Delta \leq \Delta_i:
\]

- Cycle coded by a word on $\{1, \ldots, \Delta\}$
- $2^k$ is the length of $C$.
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Compact records of cycles

- We know one edge $e$ of $C$.
- No choice for the last edge

$e \leq \Delta \leq i$:
- Cycle coded by a word on $\{1, \ldots, \Delta\}^{2k-2}$ where $2k$ is the length of $C$.

\[ i : C \text{ is uncolored} \iff i : 231354 \]
Number of records

Record: $(-, -, ..., -, 231354, -, ..., -, 4213, -, ..., -)$
Number of records

Record: 

\[ (−, −, ..., −, 231354, −, ..., −, 4213, −, ..., −) \]

0 0 0 0111111 0 0 0 01111 0 0
Number of records

Record: 
\((−, −, ..., −, 231354, −, ..., −, 4213, −, ..., −)\)

0 0 0 0 111111 0 0 0 1111 0 0 0

Number of colored edges

\(0 \leftrightarrow \uparrow: \text{an edge is colored}\)

\(1 \leftrightarrow \downarrow: \text{an edge is uncolored}\)

Partial Dyck word of length \(\leq 2t\) and blocks of ones of even size.
Number of records

Record: 
(−, −, ..., −, 231354, −, ..., −, 4213, −, ..., −)

Number of colored edges

0 ↔ ↑: an edge is colored

1 ↔ ↓: an edge is uncolored

Partial Dyck word of length \( \leq 2t \) and blocks of ones of even size.

→ Number of such words: \( 2^t / t^{3/2} \)
Number of records

Record

\((- , - ,..., - , 231354 , - ,..., - , 4213 , - ,..., - )\)

\(0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0111111 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 01111 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0\)

Number of colored edges

\(0 \leftrightarrow \uparrow : \) an edge is colored

\(1 \leftrightarrow \downarrow : \) an edge is uncolored

Partial Dyck word of length \(\leq 2t\) and blocks of ones of even size.

\(\rightarrow \) Number of such words : \(2^t / t^{3/2}\)

\(\rightarrow \) Number of records : \((2\Delta)^t / t^{3/2}\)
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\[(2\Delta)^t / t^{3/2}
\]

\[ (4\Delta + 1)^m \]

\[ (4\Delta + 1)^m (2\Delta)^t / t^{3/2} \]

- Number of scenarios: \((2\Delta)^t\)
- Number of bad scenarios: \(\frac{(4\Delta+1)^m(2\Delta)^t}{t^{3/2}} = o((2\Delta)^t)\)

\(\Rightarrow\) For \(t\) large enough, there are good scenarios.

\(\Leftrightarrow\) The algorithm stops with nonzero probability!
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Thanks!